
The pendulum

Consider a pendulum consisting of a mass

and a massless rod. Use the generalized coordinate

As always we want to write down the Lagrangian.

to describe the system.

The potential energy of        is

(I put       to 0 at the upper 
support, but that is irrelevant
for the solution.)

The kinetic energy is

L6:1
P:1

giving the (E)L equation

In general, we cannot solve this analytically, but expanding for small angles 

we can:

some phase

(Not in 
Taylor)



The double pendulum

Consider a double pendulum consisting of two masses

       and      connected with two massless rods

Use the generalized coordinates        and        

As always we want to write down the Lagrangian.

to describe the system.

The potential energy of        is

For        we have

(I put       to 0 at the upper 
support, but that is irrelevant.)

The kinetic energy of         is

The velocity of          is the vector sum of the velocity of      relative 

To �nd it, let's introduce a temporary coordinate system x,y,

then

L6:2
DP:1

to         and the velocity of        .

Taylor:
430-436

(In nature there are many double pendulums, legs, arms
swinging children...)



In total we have the Lagrangian

Lagrange's equations of motion:

We thus get a set of coupled non-linear equations which we cannot solve.

L6:3
DP:2

(If you recall the formula for
vector addition you can skip
these calculations.)

(In fact the system is chaotic for large regions of phase space.)



To get further we consider the limit small and expand to

1st order. Thus 

Note: No �rst 
derivatives

This set of equations can be written in matrix form

L6:4
DP:3

To simplify our calculations, let's consider the case of equal lengths

and equal masses. We then get:

To �nd the solutions we make the ansatz that the physical solutions are

giving

In order for this linear equation system to have a non-trivial solution

the two equations must be linearly dependent, meaning that the 

determinant must vanish.

Identifying                with the frequency       of a single pendulum, this can be written

given by the real part of

same 

di✁erent amplitudes

(This will give us a 
characteristic polynomial 
in        )



Inserting              in the �rst equation in          we can �nd the amplitudes,

So  for       the pendulums are oscillating with the same frequency and in the same

direction but the lower pendulum has a larger amplitude by a factor           .

For           the lower pendulum also has an amplitude which is larger by

a factor        , but now the lower pendulum swings in opposite direction.

L6:5
DP:3



Lagrange's equations for electromagnetism (advanced)

A charged particle moving in an electromagnetic �eld is a✁ected by the

In electromagnetism you will see that                     can be written 

charge

ordinary electrostatic potential

a vector �eld

L6:6
Gauge:1

✂rst component has
wrong sign in HUB

HUB I.17

Lorentz force:

We want to describe the particle motion using Lagrange's equations,

but what is L?

Claim:

To prove this we write down Lagrange's equation for x:

cancel

implicit dependence explicit dependence

Taylor:
272-275



So with this L, we get back the Lorentz force!

L6:7
Gauge:2

Choosing we get

total derivateve,
explicit and implicit 
dependence

collect in 
front of 
and then

It is easy to prove that one generally gets the same equations of motion with

where           is an arbitrary function of the generalized coordinates and time.

just integrate!

The physical �elds        and            are therefore invariant under 

gauge transformations

We say that the      and        �elds are gauge invariant.

Gauge invariance is a very central concept in quantum �eld theory.

It turns out that the interaction (electromagnetic, weak, strong)

between fermions and �elds can be derived from (local) gauge invariance!

(Below part not in Taylor.)

const

Proof:

old L


